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Abstract

Numerous satellite operators are building megaconstellations in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) with hundreds of satellites, placing

new satellites and spent rocket stages in orbit. Once these objects fail, they are often removed from LEO via atmospheric

reentry, producing metallic particles that can interact with ozone chemistry and Earth’s radiative balance. The extent of these

interactions remains poorly understood despite their importance to current space governance and policymaking.

Helping to address this gap, this paper estimates the distribution, lifetime and direct radiative forcing of reentry-ablated

alumina using an Earth system model. We consider a future scenario where all megaconstellations publicly filed at the Federal

Communications Commission as of 2022 are operating, amounting to 2.52 Gg/yr of reentry-ablated alumina emissions.

As a conservative approximation, we find that reentry-ablated alumina particles have an atmospheric lifetime between one and

two years, leading to a cooling radiative forcing of approximately -0.378mW/m2.

Simulations with fine alumina particles produce between 14% and 36% larger radiative forcings and have lifetimes 1.54 times

longer than simulations with coarse alumina emissions.

Alumina emitted only in the South Pacific produces an asymmetrical radiative forcing.

Furthermore, modeling alumina with time-averaged, constant emissions rather than in discrete reentry plumes in results in 21%

to 24% overestimation of alumina’s radiative forcing.

These results are sensitive to numerous assumptions on initial particle size, radiative indices and coagulation characteristics of

the aerosol. In-situ observation and a sophisticated understanding of reentry-ablated alumina particles are necessary to better

predict the atmospheric consequences of reentry-ablated alumina.
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Key Points:8

• Reentry-ablated alumina has a 1 to 2 year lifetime and produces a cooling direct9

radiative forcing of approximately -0.4 to -0.5 mW/m2.10

• Assuming a constant flux of alumina, rather than resolving each reentry event, re-11

sults in a 22% larger radiative cooling.12

• These results are sensitive to uncertainties on the characteristics and behavior of13

reentry-ablated alumina which warrant future work.14
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Abstract15

Numerous satellite operators are building megaconstellations in Low Earth Orbit16

(LEO) with hundreds of satellites, placing new satellites and spent rocket stages in or-17

bit. Once these objects fail, they are often removed from LEO via atmospheric reentry,18

producing metallic particles that can interact with ozone chemistry and Earth’s radia-19

tive balance. The extent of these interactions remains poorly understood despite their20

importance to current space governance and policymaking.21

Helping to address this gap, this paper estimates the distribution, lifetime and di-22

rect radiative forcing of reentry-ablated alumina using an Earth system model. We con-23

sider a future scenario where all megaconstellations publicly filed at the Federal Com-24

munications Commission as of 2022 are operating, amounting to 2.52 Gg/yr of reentry-25

ablated alumina emissions. As a conservative approximation, we find that reentry-ablated26

alumina particles have an atmospheric lifetime between one and two years, leading to27

a cooling radiative forcing of approximately -0.378 mW/m2. Simulations with fine alu-28

mina particles produce between 14% and 36% larger radiative forcings and have lifetimes29

1.54 times longer than simulations with coarse alumina emissions. Alumina emitted only30

in the South Pacific produces an asymmetrical radiative forcing. Furthermore, model-31

ing alumina with time-averaged, constant emissions rather than in discrete reentry plumes32

in results in 21% to 24% overestimation of alumina’s radiative forcing.33

These results are sensitive to numerous assumptions on initial particle size, radia-34

tive indices and coagulation characteristics of the aerosol. In-situ observation and a so-35

phisticated understanding of reentry-ablated alumina particles are necessary to better36

predict the atmospheric consequences of reentry-ablated alumina.37

Plain Language Summary38

The number of satellites and spent rocket stages reentering into Earth’s atmosphere39

is increasing. The development of megaconstellations, or systems with hundreds of satel-40

lites, is contributing to this rise in reentry. These systems necessitate numerous launches41

to build out and maintain the constellation size, leading to consistent insertions of new42

satellites and rocket bodies into orbit, and similarly, repetitive reentries of dead objects43

into Earth’s atmosphere. During reentry, these objects experience extreme heating that44

causes parts to melt into small metallic particles.45

These particles are left behind in atmosphere at high altitudes where they accu-46

mulate and interact with important atmospheric processes, including ozone depletion and47

global warming. This work aims to estimate the climate implications of alumina parti-48

cles formed during space debris reentry. Using a state-of-the-art atmospheric model, we49

create reentry emissions that correspond to 13,900 satellite and 500 rocket stage reen-50

tries per year, or 2.52 Gg/yr of alumina.51

We find that these particles persist 1 to 2 years in the atmosphere and cause a global52

cooling effect. These results help characterize the atmospheric consequences of long-term,53

repetitive emissions of alumina particles at high altitudes and show that further study54

and monitoring of these emissions is justified.55

1 Introduction56

Space debris reentry into Earth’s atmosphere is becoming more frequent due to the57

growing number of objects in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) which rely on reentry for disposal58

(European Space Agency, 2022a). Between 2020 and 2022, the number of reentries more59

than doubled from 93 to 197 per year, hitting a new decadal high (Center for Orbital60

and Reentry Debris Studies, 2023). Traveling at near orbital velocity, space debris reen-61
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tries ablate in the upper atmosphere, producing reentry by-products that can interact62

with important upper atmospheric processes. Despite rising reentry rates, the scope and63

severity of these atmospheric interactions are poorly understood. Helping to address this64

gap, this article presents estimations for distribution, lifetime and instantaneous radia-65

tive forcing of reentry-ablated alumina. We also study the sensitivity of these results to66

different representations of alumina emissions, varying the initial particle size distribu-67

tion, emission location, and resolution of individual reentry events.68

As of 2023, there are more than 20,000 objects tracked in LEO which is double the69

2013 LEO population (European Space Agency, 2022a). Megaconstellations, or groups70

of hundreds to tens of thousands of satellites that work together to provide a service, are71

responsible in large part for this growth (Ryan-Mosley et al., 2019; Rainbow, 2022). These72

systems require numerous launches to deploy and maintain, leading to a stream of new73

satellites and spent rocket stages into LEO (Ryan-Mosley et al., 2019; Rainbow, 2022).74

As governments, space agencies, and commercial operators work to manage this space75

traffic, atmospheric reentry is often recommended for Low Earth to geostationary trans-76

fer orbits to remove unwanted, defunct objects (United Nations, 2019). Several policies77

also impose mandatory deadlines for disposing of space objects (Federal Communica-78

tions Commission, 2022a). As a result of growing space activity and requirements to de-79

orbit, the number of atmospheric reentries is expected to rise over the next decade. Some80

projections estimate that megaconstellations could account for approximately 78,000 satel-81

lites orbiting in LEO when fully developed (Williams et al., 2021). Assuming a common82

LEO satellite lifetime of 5 years for each of these satellites, this orbital population would83

generate a steady state reentry flux of 15,600 satellites per year—two orders of magni-84

tude larger than the present day reentry flux of approximately 200 reentries per year (Center85

for Orbital and Reentry Debris Studies, 2023).86

Recognizing the potential for environmental consequences, regulators, corporations87

and aerospace consumers are gaining interest in understanding the atmospheric salience88

of space debris reentries (Jones et al., 2023). In late 2022, the Federal Communication89

Commission (FCC) added provisions to a megaconstellation license to conduct environ-90

mental studies on reentry-ablated alumina (Federal Communications Commission, 2022b).91

Since regulators must decide at present whether to approve megaconstellations with po-92

tential future environmental consequences, there is a need to understand the impact of93

long-term, repetitive space debris reentries at proposed future reentry rates. Further-94

more, making this kind of analysis accessible and comparable to other industries is crit-95

ical for informed regulations and decisionmaking. Thus, in this work, we estimate the96

instantaneous radiative forcing, a common metric used to understand the global climate97

impact in several industries (Ross & Sheaffer, 2014; Lee et al., 2021).98

1.1 Brief Overview of Atmospheric Reentry99

Space debris reentries can achieve surface temperatures over 900°K at altitudes be-100

tween 90 km and 30 km while flying 1000 km to 1500 km downrange (Ziniu et al., 2011;101

Lips, 2003). Aluminum, a common space debris material, rapidly melts at these tem-102

peratures (Greene & Sanchez, 2019). Aerodynamic shear over molten aluminum leads103

to particle spraying which is the dominant mode of mass loss for aluminum components104

(Greene & Sanchez, 2019). Nearly all of this reentry-ablated aluminum is predicted to105

oxidize into alumina (Al2O3), creating a source of high-altitude alumina particle emis-106

sions (Park & Park, 2017).107

Moreover, the current influx of space debris aluminum is likely outpacing the me-108

teoric aluminum influx by 130 to 340 percent and growing (Jain & Hastings, 2022). This109

difference in the amount of man-made versus natural aluminum emissions could allow110

anthropogenic reentries to meaningfully alter the composition and consequently, behav-111

ior of the upper atmosphere (Jain & Hastings, 2022; Schulz & Glassmeier, 2021).112
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At present, the physical, optical and chemical characteristics of reentry-ablated alu-113

mina are understudied. The violent nature of reentry and difficulties reproducing reentry-114

like conditions on Earth present challenges to capturing reentry-ablated particles for later115

analysis. While there have been some arc-jet studies on the demisability of aluminum,116

these studies did not attempt to capture nor characterize the ablated aluminum parti-117

cles (Beck et al., 2019; Greene & Sanchez, 2019). Furthermore, observations of reentry118

events are sparse and predicting reentry location is extremely difficult, making it hard119

to estimate where reentry emissions occur for in-situ sampling (Pardini & Anselmo, 2008;120

Anwar, 2022). Given these uncertainties, we assess the sensitivity of our results to dif-121

ferent particle size distributions and reentry locations.122

1.2 Impact of High Altitude Emissions123

Reentry models have shown that space debris reentries release alumina particles124

between 30 km and 85 km, far above commercial aviation emissions at 8 km to 12 km125

(Bekki et al., 2021). At these altitudes, emissions can have longer atmospheric lifetimes126

than tropospheric or surface emissions, increasing their influence on atmospheric pro-127

cesses. For example, rocket exhaust particles can persist for 3-5 years in the stratosphere,128

while particles from aviation jet exhaust in the upper troposphere only remain suspended129

for several months (Wilcox et al., 2012; Waugh & Hall, 2002). Compounding their im-130

pact, upper atmospheric emissions can directly interact with the ozone layer which is thick-131

est between 15 km to 40 km (US EPA, OAR, 2017). Studies on stratospheric supersonic132

transport have shown that the impact of NOx on ozone depletion and radiative forcing133

strongly increases with altitude above 17 km (Zhang et al., 2021; Fritz et al., 2022). The134

coupled effects of longer atmospheric lifetimes and direct emission into the ozone layer135

make the high-altitude emissions from space debris reentries of particular interest.136

Given the long term consequences of high altitude emissions, several studies have137

estimated the consequences of rocket launches and reentries on ozone depletion and ra-138

diative forcing. The European Space Agency (ESA) sponsored two studies to explore space139

debris reentry impacts on stratospheric ozone concentrations and certain radiative forc-140

ing mechanisms (European Space Agency, 2022b; Bekki et al., 2021; Bianchi et al., 2021).141

These studies present limited information on the methodology, assumptions and mod-142

eling uncertainty. From publicly available documents, Bekki et al. (2021) presented re-143

sults that indicate reentry NOx causes minimal ozone depletion with the most potent144

effects at high altitudes over Antarctica. This study also found that the radiative forc-145

ing from 20 years of consistent levels of reentries was insignificant. Similarly, Bianchi et146

al. (2021) investigated the effects of a single reentry and yearly reentries on ozone de-147

pletion and radiative forcing and found negligible changes. However, the direct radia-148

tive effect of alumina particles were neglected in both studies, and only the indirect ra-149

diative effect from ozone depletion was quantified (European Space Agency, 2022b).150

Modeling modern rocket fleets, Ross and Sheaffer (2014) found that rocket-emitted151

CO2, H2O, black carbon, and alumina produces a direct radiative forcing of approximately152

16 mW/m2. Black carbon accounted for 70% of this rocket forcing while alumina accounted153

for 28%. With the caveat of poorly constrained aerosol microphysics, this study found154

that alumina has a net positive radiative forcing, absorbing more outgoing terrestrial long-155

wave radiation than scattering incoming solar radiation (Ross & Sheaffer, 2014). This156

result is contrary to findings from geoengineering studies of stratospheric alumina. Weisenstein157

et al. (2015) found that 4 Tg/yr of 240 nm alumina emitted in the stratosphere results158

in a cooling radiative forcing of -1.2 W/m2. This difference in findings highlights the im-159

portance of an improved understanding of the optical properties and atmospheric be-160

havior of reentry-ablated alumina.161

Unlike reentry emissions which predominately occur above 40 km, Ross and Sheaf-162

fer (2014) and Weisenstein et al. (2015) only considered alumina emissions in the strato-163
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sphere between 10 and 40 km. The behavior of alumina emitted in the mesosphere from164

reentries has yet to be explored. We address this gap in this work, emitting space de-165

bris alumina at altitudes between 85 km and 30 km.166

In sum, we perform a series of simulations to capture the lifetime, distribution and167

direct radiative forcing of reentry alumina emissions. We explore the sensitivity of these168

results to various assumptions on reentry emissions, including the initial particle size dis-169

tribution and the emission location. We also consider how resolving individual reentry170

events rather than using time-averaged emissions alters our findings. Finally, we com-171

pute the Global Warming Potential over a 20 year horizon and compare our results with172

similar estimations for the aviation and rocket industries.173

2 Methods174

We characterize the steady-state behavior of space debris alumina emissions to iden-175

tify the long term consequences of a specific reentry alumina influx. This approach best176

represents the steady state operation of fully-developed megaconstellations that main-177

tain a constant orbital population and satellite lifetime, leading to a constant reentry178

flux.179

2.1 Representing Reentry Emissions180

This work uses a forecast of the satellite and rocket body orbital population to es-181

timate the future number of reentries. This forecast is based on an economically opti-182

mistic future where all of the megaconstellations publicly filed at the Federal Commu-183

nications Commission as of 2022 achieve their stated design constellation size. This hy-184

pothetical scenario corresponds to a yearly reentry flux of 13,900 satellites and 500 rocket185

bodies, resulting in one reentry occurring approximately every 40 mins (Jones et al., 2023).186

Satellites are assumed to have an average dry mass of 600 kg while rocket bodies are as-187

sumed to have an average dry mass of 2,800 kg (Jones et al., 2023).188

We assume that satellites are 21% aluminium while rocket bodies are 70% aluminum189

(Jain & Hastings, 2022). We also assume an ablation-over-altitude profile that results190

in approximately 59% and 31% of satellite and rocket body aluminum ablating respec-191

tively (Jain & Hastings, 2022). We assume that each pair of aluminum atoms oxidizes192

into alumina. With these assumptions, our reentry scenario results in 2.52 Gg of emit-193

ted alumina per year.194

Each reentry is modeled as a discrete event with respect to time and space such195

that there are numerous impulse emissions in a year distributed across the atmosphere.196

Due to the default timestep in our high-top Earth system model, these impulse emissions197

occur for 30mins even though an average reentry last less than 5mins (Lips, 2003). This198

approach contrasts with other modeling techniques which are commonly used in meteor199

atmospheric modeling that assume a constant distribution of emissions over a latitude,200

altitude and longitude band (Plane et al., 2021, 2015). We explore the sensitivity of our201

results across these two modeling techniques.202

The latitude and longitude for each emission is sampled from an equal-area histogram203

binning of the positions of reentry objects during the last phases of reentry. These ground-204

tracks are generated from the 1969 to 2022 reentry population. Using Two-Line Element205

(TLE) data and the Simplified General Perturbations-4 (SPG4) orbital propagator, we206

compute the groundtrack locations at minute intervals, and exclude locations with an207

altitude greater than 120 km. This groundtrack histogram has a gradually increasing prob-208

ability of reentry from the equator to higher latitudes until approximately 50 degrees.209

Above this latitude, the probability of reentry falls. The Northern Hemisphere has slightly210

higher chances of reentry than the Southern Hemisphere due to a number of inclined,211
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elliptical reentry objects which had apogees above 120 km in the Southern Hemisphere,212

resulting in the exclusion of those groundtrack locations. Figure 1 shows the randomly213

sampled reentry locations for all reentry events in a single emission year using a 0.9◦×214

1.25◦ grid.215

Figure 1: Time-Averaged Spatial Histogram of Reentry-ablated Alumina Plume Emis-
sions into WACCM atmospheric grid volumes at 59-61 km (2 km grid depth). Locations
with larger emission concentrations are either the site of multiple emissions over time,
or had more massive reentry objects (ie rocket body, rather than satellite reentries).
WACCM grid volumes are computed from the grid area multiplied by the grid depth,
which is 2 km in this case. Grid areas for a 0.9◦ × 1.25◦ grid can be found at repository
created by Mills (2022).

,

2.2 Atmospheric Model Selection and Setup216

The Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) is a high-top gen-217

eral circulation model with a model top of approximately 140 km (Marsh et al., 2013).218

WACCM works with the NCAR Community Earth System Model (CESM) which inte-219

grates individual component models for the atmosphere, land, land ice, river runoff, ocean,220

wave and sea ice interactions. In this work, only the atmosphere and land models are221

interactive while the rest of these component models are data-driven. Here, interactive222

implies that each iteration of the model is computed through an evaluation of physical223

equations, whereas data-driven models read in values for the subsequent timesteps.224

Since this study aims to characterize the radiative forcing of reentry alumina, we225

employ the specified chemistry version of WACCM (WACCM6-SC) with fixed sea sur-226

face temperature from year 2000 data. Despite its limited chemistry, WACCM-SC pro-227

duces nearly identical climatology, and variability of the stratosphere, troposphere and228

surface climate when compared to full chemistry, free-running WACCM6 experiments229

(Smith et al., 2014). In this work, climatology from year 2000 is repeated identically year-230

over-year. We also selected a 0.9◦×1.25◦ degree atmospheric grid with 70 pressure lev-231

els.232

WACCM6-SC uses the Modal Aerosol Model with four aerosol modes (MAM4) to233

model dust, sea salt, primary organic matter, black carbon and sulfate aerosols (Liu et234

al., 2016). These aerosols are grouped into the model’s four modes (Aitken, accumula-235

tion, coarse and primary carbon) and are assumed to be internally mixed with prede-236
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Table 1: Aerosol Mode Definitions in CAM6 - MAM4 and Dust (Ke et al., 2022; Liu et
al., 2012; Liu, 2023)

Aerosol Mode Minimum
Radius (µm)

Maximum
Radius (µm)

Geometric Stan-
dard Deviation

Dust Mass-Weighted
Diameter (µm)

Aitken 0.01 0.1 1.6 0.0887
Accumulation 0.1 1 1.6 0.781
Coarse 1 10 1.2 3.90

termined, lognormal size distributions (Liu et al., 2016). Particles can coagulate within237

and across modes, and transition into larger modes. All aerosols are radiatively active,238

although only some participate in heterogeneous chemistry.239

Radiatively active species and aerosols in WACCM6-SC are prescribed in the strato-240

sphere and troposphere with the exception of terrestrial dust (Gettelman et al., 2019).241

However, cloud formation and its subsequent radiative forcing are computed interactively.242

The Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for General Circulation Models (GCM)s, termed243

RRTM-G is used to compute the radiative fluxes at the surface, across the tropopause244

and at the top of the atmosphere (Iacono et al., 2008; Mlawer et al., 1997; Iacono et al.,245

2000; Clough et al., 2005).246

One limitation of WACCM6-SC is that shortwave heating is prescribed above 65247

km (Smith et al., 2014). This approach will obscure any shortwave radiative effects of248

user-specified emissions above 65 km. Our results show that the majority of the emit-249

ted reentry alumina quickly descends below 65 km with peak accumulation in the lower250

stratosphere. As a result, the majority of the reentry alumina mass will contribute to251

active radiative calculations, although this limitation in our methodology should be re-252

fined for a higher fidelity results.253

2.3 Dust as a Proxy for Alumina254

Since MAM4 does not directly support alumina aerosol modeling, we use terres-255

trial mineral dust (AlSiO5) as a proxy. Dust can exist in the Aitken, accumulation and256

coarse modes, shown in Table 1 (Ke et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2012; Liu, 2023). We use the257

mass-weighted diameter and an assumption of spherical particles to compute aerosol num-258

ber emissions, paralleling the procedure used for terrestrial dust emissions (Liu, 2023;259

Liu et al., 2016). This approach results in particles with initial sizes near the center of260

each mode’s lognormal distribution.261

No modifications to the dust size distributions are made to test additional parti-262

cle size distributions for reentry-ablated alumina. Any modifications to the dust prop-263

erties would alter the surface dust emissions, leading to potential error in the terrestrial264

dust behavior and lifetime in the troposphere. This error may cause unreasonable at-265

mospheric behavior and unrealistic model results. For this reason, no physical nor op-266

tical properties of dust are modified to better mimic alumina. For reference, terrestrial267

dust coagulates within and across aerosol modes, has a hygroscopicity of 0.06, and un-268

dergoes wet and dry deposition in WACCM. This approach differs slightly from a geo-269

engineering study of alumina which assumed spherical alumina particles are hydropho-270

bic until coated in sulfate Weisenstein et al. (2015).271

Like alumina, dust is radiatively active in WACCM6. RRTMG uses the refractive272

indices of an aerosol over several bands of wavelengths to compute the single scattering273
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(a) Real Part of Refractive Indices

(b) Imaginary Part of Refractive Indices

Figure 2: Refractive Indices of Terrestrial Dust (AlSiO5) taken from WACCM-RRTMG
and Alumina (Al2O3) taken from (Palik, 1985) compared to the Solar Influx and Earth’s
Outgoing Longwave Radiation (taken from (Kiehl & Trenberth, 1997))

albedo (Tilmes et al., 2023; Jo et al., 2017). The refractive indices for alumina and dust274

are shown in Figure 2, assuming a sign convention of n̄ = n + iκ where n is the real275

part and κ is the absorption coefficient.276

As Figure 2a shows, the real part of dust and alumina refractive indices are very277

similar over a number of wavelengths, including over the solar irradiance band. In this278

region, dust has real refractive indices within 10% error of alumina. At the largest wave-279

lengths, dust underestimates alumina’s real refractive index by approximately 20%. Over280

band of wavelengths of Earth’s outgoing radiation, alumina is more transparent than dust.281

Comparing the absorption coefficients, dust overestimates alumina’s absorptivity in short282

wavelengths, but is a good proxy for long wavelengths, above 100 microns. Overall, ter-283

restrial dust represents a first order approximation of alumina.284
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2.4 Achieving a Sufficient Signal-to-Noise Ratio285

Surface dust emissions in WACCM-SC default to dynamic, online calculations, re-286

sponding to changing wind patterns and precipitation levels. Since the model’s mete-287

orology is not prescribed in WACCM-SC, it is possible that chaotic meteorological feed-288

backs could drive changes in the surface dust emissions which exceed the our reentry emis-289

sions, consequently obscuring the reentry emissions in the stratosphere and troposphere.290

Early results confirmed that the surface dust emission variance obscured the reen-291

try ”dust” emissions in the stratosphere and troposphere. Motivated by these results,292

we implement additional modifications to WACCM6-SC to control the surface dust flux.293

We zero-out prognostic dust calculations and instead prescribe the surface dust flux based294

on the first year of WACCM-SC prognostic dust emissions. These emissions are repeated295

identically year-over-year. Unfortunately, WACCM6-SC does not support prescribed me-296

teorology in the troposphere, so this approach decouples the natural feedback between297

surface dust flux and meteorology. We assume that this error is negligible and limited298

to the troposphere over short time scales.299

In addition to controlling the surface dust flux, we also scaled the reentry alumina300

flux by a factor of 530 such that the reentry ”dust” could be resolved throughout the strato-301

sphere. As a result, each test case emits 1.33 Tg rather than 2.52 Gg of reentry alumina,302

as estimated from our reentry scenario. We take this higher reentry alumina mass as the303

emitted dust mass for each case. This approach leads to slightly higher number emis-304

sions since terrestrial dust has a lower density than alumina.305

We assume a linear relationship between the emitted mass and the radiative effects306

of reentry ”dust” to rescale our results back to our reentry scenario. Several studies on307

atmospheric aerosols have used this approach to improve signal-to-noise ratios in their308

respective atmospheric models (Chung, 2005; Miller et al., 2004; Haywood & Shine, 1995,309

1995).310

2.5 Test Cases311

We ran several test cases to analyze the sensitivity of our results to a number of312

assumptions (see Table 2). We define a small and medium particle case which use the313

Aitken and accumulation mode for reentry emissions, respectively, to explore the effect314

of different initial aerosol size distributions. The small and medium particle cases use315

globally-distributed emissions with a discrete representation for each reentry event. In316

contrast, we define an averaged case that uses time-averaged emissions to understand317

the effect of modeling reentries as discrete events. In this averaged case, reentry alumina318

is emitted in the accumulation mode across the globe, but the discrete representation319

of reentry plumes is replaced by time-constant emissions with each grid volume emit-320

ting its yearly-averaged emitted mass. Finally, we constructed a South Pacific case with321

discrete reentry emissions in the accumulation mode to test the effect of concentrating322

all reentries in South Pacific region bounded by 70°S to 10°S and 140°W to 70°W. Due323

to its relative isolation, the South Pacific has been the site of at least 263 intentional space324

debris reentries since 1971 to minimize harm to human life and property (De Lucia &325

Iavicoli, 2019). With this test case, we aim to understand whether concentrating reen-326

tries in this location is a sustainable and recommendable practice.327

2.6 Post-processing Methods328

Using terrestrial dust as a proxy for alumina presents a challenge to isolate the reen-329

try signal, especially in the troposphere where terrestrial dust largely resides. To address330

this issue, we compute the subset of pressure levels at which the reentry signal is resolv-331

able. A control case with no reentry emissions was used to identify the nominal dust bur-332

den at each pressure level. For each perturbed case with reentry emissions, we compare333
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Table 2: Test Cases

Test Name Emission Size Mode Description Sensitivity Explored

Base None Control Case N/A
Medium
Particles

Accumulation Emissions are discrete events
that occur over globe.

Emitted Particle
Size

Small
Particles

Aikten Emissions are discrete events
that occur over globe.

Emitted Particle
Size

Averaged Accumulation Time-averaged emissions
with constant forcing over
time.

Importance of Mod-
eling Discrete Reen-
try Plumes

South
Pacific

Accumulation Emissions are discrete events
that occur only in the South
Pacific.

Emission Location

the magnitude of the dust burden at each pressure level with the control case over time.334

Any pressure level where the burden in the perturbed case is at least one magnitude larger335

than the control case is considered a part of the pressure level subset that defines the336

reentry signal. This approach ensures that the perturbed dust mass is at least one or-337

der of magnitude larger than the background dust mass which is sufficient to resolve the338

reentry signal. Every dust mode in all tests cases demonstrated a resolvable reentry sig-339

nal (hereafter referred to as reentry alumina) from the tropopause to the model top.340

For each test case, we also compute the direct radiative forcing of reentry alumina341

using Equation 1 where F d indicates radiative fluxes computed with radiatively active342

dust, Ni indicates the total number of latitude divisions, Nj indicates the total number343

of longitude divisions, and At indicates Earth’s total surface area.344

Direct Radiative Forcing =

Ni∑
i=1

Nj∑
j=1

[(F d
perturbed−Fperturbed)−(F d

control−Fcontrol)]
Ai,j

At

(1)

This approach assumes that the terrestrial dust burden, and consequently, its con-345

tribution to radiative forcing, is constant across the perturbed and control case. In prac-346

tice, the difference in meteorology between the two cases implies that terrestrial dust may347

be advected differently, resulting in different distributions, burdens and contributions to348

radiative transfer. However, we find that the difference is not sufficient to obscure di-349

rect radiative forcing signal from reentry alumina.350

3 Results351

3.1 Distribution and Lifetime of Reentry Alumina352

The steady state burden and lifetime of reentry alumina are averaged over a two353

year period from 2002 to 2004, as shown in Table 3. The lifetime of reentry alumina is354

computed using the burden summed across all dust modes.355

We can see several differences in how reentry alumina behaved across the four test356

cases. First, reentry alumina in the medium particles case coagulates from the accumu-357

lation mode to the coarse mode. However, in the small particles case, the emitted Aitken358

mode particles coagulate into accumulation mode particles which do not readily tran-359
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Table 3: Steady State Burden and Lifetimes of Reentry Alumina for Every Test Case

Test Case Aitken (Gg) Accumulation (Gg) Coarse (Gg) Lifetime (days)

Medium Particles N/A 2.95 1780 487
Small Particles 154 2600 1.37 749
Averaged N/A 14.8 2100 605
South Pacific N/A 3.73 1770 485

sition into the coarse mode as it did in the medium particles case. One explanation for360

this difference is that Aitken mode particles in the small particles case readily collides361

other particles while in the reentry plume, but as the plume disperses, the resultant ac-362

cumulation mode particles do not quickly interact with other particles to grow into the363

coarse mode.364

Furthermore, accumulation mode particles in the averaged emissions case main-365

tains a higher steady state burden than in the medium particles which indicates that ac-366

cumulation mode particles in the averaged emissions case are transitioning into the coarse367

mode less efficiently. This difference is driven by the time-averaged emissions compared368

to the discrete reentry event emissions in the medium particles case. Reentry alumina369

is coagulating efficiently in reentry plumes which is not well captured by a time-constant370

representation of the same emitted mass. We find further evidence of this phenomena371

when comparing the coarse mode burden with the accumulation mode burden over short372

time scales in both cases. This analysis show after a 5 day period, reentry-resolved emis-373

sions in the medium particle mode are coagulating into coarse mode particles within 5374

days of emission, unlike particles in the averaged case.375

The small particles case achieved the longest lifetime at 749 days with majority of376

the reentry alumina persisting in the accumulation mode. In general, accumulation mode377

particles tend to be less effective at coagulation compared to smaller particles and coarse378

mode particles tend to more efficiently nucleate into clouds or deposit on the surface (Liu379

et al., 2005). Therefore, it follows that the case with the most reentry alumina persist-380

ing in the accumulation mode has the longest lifetime. Following similar reasoning, the381

averaged emission case has the second longest lifetime of 604.7 days. The time-averaged382

emissions cause slower coagulation and thus slower transitioning from the accumulation383

to the coarse mode than the medium particles case, resulting in a higher accumulation384

mode steady state burden. In fact, the averaged emissions case has an order of magni-385

tude more accumulation mode particles than the medium particles case. This result in-386

dicates that modeling reentry events as discrete emissions with reentry plumes plays an387

important role in characterizing the lifetime of reentry alumina. The medium particles388

case results in a lifetime that is 20% shorter than the averaged emission case, despite hav-389

ing emissions in the same particle size mode.390

Despite the concentration of emissions in the southern hemisphere, the South Pa-391

cific case shows that the reentry alumina lifetimes are similar to the medium particles392

case which had global emissions in the same mode. This finding suggests that the reen-393

try alumina lifetime is less sensitive to reentry location than the emitted particle size.394

Figure 3 shows zonal distribution of the dominant dust mode in each case. Each395

zonal distribution was averaged over the steady state period of 2002 to 2004. In the medium396

particles case, reentry alumina is evenly distributed across northern and southern lat-397

itudes and is the most abundant in the stratosphere, but persists in high mixing ratios398

above 40 km in the mesosphere. The small particles and averaged emissions cases show399
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Table 4: Global Direct Radiative Forcing (mW/m2 ) for longwave and shortwave bands
and the cumulative total radiative forcing over all wavelengths measured at the top of
the atmosphere, the tropopause and surface for 2.52 Gg/yr flux. The Efficacy of Reentry
Alumina (mW/m2/Tg) based on the total radiative effect and the atmospheric burden is
shown in parenthesis.

Test Case Top of the Atmosphere Tropopause Surface
Long Short Total Long Short Total Long Short Total

Medium 0.0853 -0.492 -0.407
(-0.228)

0.0652 -0.599 -0.534
(-0.3)

0.0278 -0.458 -0.430
(-0.241)

Small 0.103 -0.549 -0.446
(-0.162)

0.0899 -0.709 -0.619
(-0.225)

0.0158 -0.588 -0.572
(-0.208)

Averaged 0.101 -0.596 -0.495
(-0.236)

0.0763 -0.732 -0.655
(-0.312)

0.0135 -0.535 -0.521
(-0.248)

South
Pacific

0.0836 -0.489 -0.406
(-0.229)

0.0625 -0.607 -0.545
(-0.307)

0.0124 -0.455 -0.443
(-0.250)

similar distributions in their dominant modes. The small particles case shows a slight400

accumulation of reentry alumina in the mesosphere over the northern tropics.401

The South Pacific case differs from the other cases. Here, reentry alumina accu-402

mulates strongly in the Southern hemisphere and at higher altitudes. Some reentry alu-403

mina does transition into the Northern hemisphere in the lower mesosphere and strato-404

sphere. This result indicates that reentries localized in the South Pacific will lead to stronger405

particle accumulation in the Southern Hemisphere and will not diffuse across the entire406

atmosphere uniformly.407

3.2 Direct Radiative Forcing408

Table 4 shows the direct radiative forcing of reentry alumina at the top of the at-409

mosphere, tropopause and Earth’s surface for a reentry flux of 2.52 Gg. We compute these410

results using linear rescaling of our 1.33 Tg emission output. In parenthesis, we show the411

the direct radiative forcing efficacy, calculated per kilogram of steady state burden summed412

across all dust modes.413

From Table 4, we can see that the cases with longer reentry alumina lifetimes have414

stronger direct radiative effects. Reentry alumina emissions with smaller particle sizes415

leads to approximately 16% larger direct radiative effect over larger particle sizes at the416

tropopause. However, the cases with high burdens of coarse mode particles are more ef-417

fective at generating a direct radiative forcing. This result highlights the tradeoff between418

short-lived particles with large optical cross sections and long-lived particles with small419

optical cross sections. Balancing these trades, the averaged case with long-lived and large420

particles results in the second highest direct radiative effect, and the highest efficacy. In421

fact, the time-averaged representation of reentry emissions results in 22% overestima-422

tion of reentry alumina’s direct radiative effect.423

The South Pacific case, where reentry emissions occur only in the South Pacific,424

has a similar lifetime and global direct radiative forcing as the medium particles case,425

despite a clear difference in the reentry alumina distribution. To examine these results426

in more detail, Figure 4 shows the distribution of the direct radiative effect of reentry427

alumina at the top of the atmosphere for the medium particles and South Pacific case.428

From these distributions, we can see that South Pacific case has its strongest direct ra-429
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(a) Medium Particles Case, showing the burden of coarse mode particles

(b) Small Particles Case, showing the mass ratio of accumulation mode parti-

cles

(c) Averaged Emissions Case, showing the mass ratio of coarse mode particles

(d) South Pacific Case, showing the mass ratio of coarse mode particles

Figure 3: The mass ratio of the dominant particle mode to the air mass for each case.
Each mass ratio is averaged over longitude at a given latitude and altitude.
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(a) Medium Particles Case

(b) South Pacific Case

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of the net change of radiative energy influx at the top of
the atmosphere for the Medium Particles and South Pacific cases. Negative sign indicates
less energy into Earth’s surface.

diative effects in the South Pacific, unlike the medium particles case which shows nearly430

uniform radiative effects across the northern and southern mid-latitudes. Therefore, while431

the global direct radiative forcing is similar between the medium particles and South Pa-432

cific case, reentry alumina in the South Pacific case has direct radiative effects that dis-433

proportionately impact the South Pacific.434

This kind of imbalance over the long-term could move the inter-tropical convergence435

zone (ITCZ), increase tropical cyclone activity and change to precipitation in many equa-436

torial countries (Haywood et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2022; Schneider et al., 2014). The437

degree to which the reentry alumina in the South Pacific case induces these secondary438

consequences was not captured in this study.439
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4 Discussion440

4.1 Comparison with Aviation and Rockets441

The net aviation radiative forcing (RF) is approximately 150 mW/m2 ± 50 mW/m2
442

(Lee et al., 2021) measured at the tropopause. Aviation aerosol emissions have a direct443

radiative forcing of approximately 0.94 mW/m2 while CO2 emissions and contrails com-444

prise a large fraction of aviation’s positive radiative forcing (Lee et al., 2021). For con-445

text, aviation emissions have contributed approximately 4% to human-induced global446

warming (Klöwer et al., 2021).447

This estimate of the net aviation RF was computed using aviation emissions since448

1940 to 2018 to calculate the effects on 2018 conditions, adjusting for stratospheric heat-449

ing (Lee et al., 2021). As a result, aviation’s 150 mW/m2 RF is based on transient, and450

not steady state, behavior with aviation emissions generally increasing year over year.451

In contrast, this work presents the instantaneous radiative forcing of reentries at steady452

state, corresponding to a hypothetical future scenario where megaconstellations achieve453

and maintain their designed size on orbit. Comparisons between aviation and this work’s454

results are limited by these differences in methodologies, but provide a better understand-455

ing of the relative importance of reentry radiative forcing.456

A future reentry scenario with 2.52 Gg/yr alumina flux produces approximately457

0.33% to 0.43% of present-day aviation ERF. At a reentry flux of 1.33 Tg, 530 times larger458

than the estimated steady state flux from megconstellations, reentry-ablated alumina be-459

gins to produce a larger radiative effect than present-day aviation. This result indicates460

that even under a high-growth scenario with several megaconstellations in operation, the461

direct radiative effect of space debris reentries is small compared to aviation. Further-462

more, the present-day space debris alumina reentry flux which is approximately 0.1-0.2463

Gg (or less than 10% of this study’s flux) is about four orders of magnitude smaller than464

aviation.465

This comparison relies on aviation radiative forcing from 1940-2018 while the space466

debris reentry radiative effect corresponds to a 2050 reentry flux. By 2050, the net ra-467

diative effect of aviation may decrease given that the aviation industry is committed to468

reducing its climate impact (Mithal & Rutherford, 2023). Several organizations plan to469

reduce future carbon emissions by more than 50% compared to 2019 carbon emissions470

by 2050 (Mithal & Rutherford, 2023). If the aviation radiative forcing decreases, the ra-471

tio of reentry and aviation radiative forcing will increase.472

Serving as another point for comparison, reentry-ablated alumina produces between473

1% and 16% of direct radiative forcing of modern rocket fleets (Ross & Sheaffer, 2014;474

Ryan et al., 2022). Acknowledging caveats on poorly constrained alumina and black car-475

bon optical properties, one study estimated global rocket launches in 2030 would pro-476

duce a direct radiative forcing of 36 mW/m2 (Ross & Sheaffer, 2014). Another study used477

the 2019 rocket fleet and applied an launch growth rate of 5.6% per year (Ryan et al.,478

2022). After a decade of growing rocket emissions, the direct radiative effect of this rocket479

fleet was 3.9 mW/m2 (Ryan et al., 2022). This same study also explored a space tourism480

scenario with 400 Virgin Galactic suborbital flights per year, daily Blue Origin subor-481

bital flights and weekly SpaceX launches (Ryan et al., 2022). In this case, the direct ra-482

diative effect of rockets of approximately 7.7 mW/m2 (Ryan et al., 2022). This wide range483

of estimates for rocket radiative forcing reflects the uncertainty in future rocket emis-484

sions and launch rates.485

With the projected growth of the space economy, the number of launches and reen-486

tries are likely to grow. These high-altitude emissions could be coupled, resulting in am-487

plified atmospheric impacts. Studies of chlorine and alumina emissions from solid rocket488

motors have shown significant ozone depletion in the rocket plume due to ClONO2 +489

HCl → Cl2 + HNO3 heterogeneous reaction on alumina particles (Danilin et al., 2001;490
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Molina et al., 1997). Reentry alumina could increase the surface area available for this491

reaction among others. Furthermore, the warming effect of rocket emitted black carbon492

could be offset by the cooling effect of reentry ablated alumina, but cause local strato-493

spheric temperature perturbations. These coupled effects should be explored in further494

work to gain a holistic insight on the impact of these emissions.495

4.2 Caveats to Results496

These results come with the caveats and limitations related to using dust as a proxy497

for alumina, as discussed in section 2.3. The coagulation characteristics from alumina498

particles generated from reentry ablation are not fully known. It is possible that dust499

coagulates more rapidly than alumina would otherwise. Faster coagulation would cause500

smaller particles to transition into larger particles more quickly which lowers an aerosol’s501

atmospheric lifetime. If alumina coagulates slower than dust, we can expect the lifetimes502

of alumina particles to increase.503

Furthermore, terrestrial dust is less effective at scattering light than alumina by504

approximately 10% to 20%. Therefore, the direct radiative forcing results may be un-505

derestimated. We also had to assume a linear relationship between the emission amount506

and direct radiative effect, which may not be true for a large scaling factor.507

To bound the conservative nature of our results, we compare our findings with Weisenstein508

et al. (2015) which studied geoengineering with stratospheric alumina. We find our es-509

timations for the shortwave radiative forcing in the small particle case per terragram emit-510

ted is approximately 25% smaller than the geoengineering finding for 640 nm alumina511

stratospheric particles at a 1Tg/yr flux (Weisenstein et al., 2015). In addition to dust512

being less effective at scattering than alumina, our study assumed alumina could coag-513

ulate efficiently, whereas Weisenstein et al. (2015) did not. This difference could also con-514

tribute to a lower estimation of shortwave radiative forcing.515

Furthermore, we neglect to consider other sources of radiative forcing, such as NOx516

emissions which interact with ozone chemistry and consequently, indirect changes to ra-517

diative transfer. This study also only evaluates one atmospheric impact, and neglects518

to consider other potential atmospheric interactions with reentry-ablated alumina, in-519

cluding high-altitude cloud formation, ozone depletion, ionospheric disruption and in-520

teractions with meteoric chemistry in the mesosphere. These interactions are necessary521

to study for a holistic understanding of the atmospheric effects of space debris reentry.522

4.3 Future Work523

As this work has shown, the characteristics of reentry-ablated alumina can alter524

the particle’s lifetime and direct radiative effect. To reduce uncertainties in this model,525

future work should measure the particle size distribution of reentry-ablated alumina and526

characterize the optical and coagulation properties of these particles. Future studies can527

also improve upon the methodology presented in this work by implementing an alumina528

aerosol in a general circulation model, like WACCM. This new approach will improve529

estimations of the reentry radiative forcing for any desired reentry flux and can capture530

the coupled interactions between alumina’s heterogeneous chemistry, cloud nucleation531

and indirect radiative forcing. Also, the deposition distribution of alumina can be mod-532

eled, allowing estimations of human and biota poisoning which has not yet been quan-533

tified (Herndon, 2015; Whiteside & Herndon, 2018). Furthermore, rocket and reentry emis-534

sions are likely coupled. Studying these feedbacks in future work would provide a bet-535

ter understanding of the atmospheric impact of launching satellites.536

To validate results of this work and future modeling, in-situ sampling is vital. At-537

mospheric sampling through stratospheric planes, sounding rockets or weather balloons538

may be able to collect these particles and characterize their coagulation and size char-539
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acteristics. Alumina particles may also interact with meteoric metal chemistry in the meso-540

sphere which may be possible to detect with ground lidar systems. Satellite observations541

may also be able to detect reentry particle accumulation or local ozone depletion. These542

observations will validate model results and likely improve our understanding of how alu-543

mina particles interact in the upper atmosphere.544

5 Conclusion545

This work presents results that characterize the distribution, lifetime and direct546

radiative effect of reentry-ablated alumina using a state-of-the-art general circulation model,547

WACCM. We explore a future scenario where all currently filed megaconstellations at548

the FCC are operating at full orbital capacity. In this scenario, we expect 14,400 reen-549

try events per year with 13,900 satellites and 500 rocket bodies reentries, correspond-550

ing to an alumina influx of 2.52 Gg per year.551

Our method uses terrestrial dust as a proxy for alumina. Dust can be represented552

in three modal particle size distributions, ranging from 0.1 µm to 10 µm, and can co-553

agulate. Like alumina, dust scatters light but is less effective. Therefore, results presented554

in this work are conservative and assume alumina coagulates as efficiently as dust. If reentry-555

ablated alumina does not coagulate efficiently, the lifetimes of these particles will be un-556

derestimated in this work.557

Several test cases are evaluated to identify the effect of various assumptions on par-558

ticle size, emission location and the representation of reentry plumes as discrete events.559

In each case, we evaluate the steady state behavior with the reentry emissions repeat-560

ing identically year-over-year.561

Our results show that the lifetime and distribution of reentry-ablated alumina par-562

ticles varies with different assumptions on the emitted particle size. Emissions modeled563

with discrete reentry plumes in the 0.01 to 0.1 µm particle size distribution result in the564

longest particle lifetime of 749 days. The same emitted mass in the 0.1 to 1 µm parti-565

cle size distribution results in a shorter lifetime of 489 days. Subject to the assumptions566

in this methodology, these findings suggest that reentry alumina particles have a shorter567

lifetime than previous assumptions for rocket-produced alumina (Ross & Sheaffer, 2014).568

Furthermore, we have shown that modeling reentry emissions with discrete reen-569

try plumes results in shorter particle lifetimes than time-averaged emissions. Without570

modeling discrete plume emissions, the particle lifetimes will be overestimated by ap-571

proximately 22%. Consequently, the extent to which these particles interact with atmo-572

spheric processes will also be overestimated using non-discrete representations of reen-573

try plumes.574

We also find that globally-emitted reentry particles are uniformly distributed across575

latitude in the mesosphere and stratosphere. These results suggest that reentry parti-576

cles could alter other upper atmosphere and stratospheric processes, including ozone chem-577

istry, high-altitude cloud nucleation, and meteoric chemistry.578

Furthermore, this work has shown that reentry-ablated alumina produces a cool-579

ing instantaneous radiative forcing of approximately -200 mW/m2 for a yearly reentry580

flux of 1.33 Tg which is 530 times larger than the optimistic megaconstellation scenario581

we considered. To compare, the aviation industry produces a total net radiative forcing582

of 100 mW/m2, contributing approximately 4% to the global human-induce radiative583

forcing (Lee et al., 2021; Klöwer et al., 2021). With 2.52 Gg of reentry-ablated alumina,584

the estimated direct radiative forcing is -0.5 mW/m2 to -0.65 mW/m2 at the tropopause585

or 0.33% to 0.43% of aviation’s radiative forcing.586
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From these results, we can conclude that the present-day and future flux of space587

debris reentries likely produces a small direct radiative forcing. We can also observe that588

optimizing satellite design for complete demise during reentry could increase the direct589

radiative effect of space debris reentries, but would not be sufficient to cause a radiative590

forcing comparable to the aviation industry. Therefore, this work supports designing for591

improved satellite demisability.592

Our results show that consistent reentry into the South Pacific region produces a593

much higher concentration of alumina particles in the Southern Hemisphere than the North-594

ern Hemisphere. This asymmetrical distribution of alumina resulted in an asymmetri-595

cal radiative effect that disproportionately effects the Southern Hemisphere. Asymmet-596

rical radiative forcing can lead to severe climate consequences, including intense drought,597

and increased cyclone activity, at radiative forcing magnitudes greater than 1 W/m2 (Haywood598

et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2022; Schneider et al., 2014; Visioni et al., 2017). The extent599

to which reentries produce these negative climate impacts was not explored in this study.600

However, reentering space debris objects across the globe leads to more uniform radia-601

tive effects which limits the potential for these negative consequences. We can conclude602

that from a radiative forcing perspective, it may not be advantageous to implement poli-603

cies that recommend or require all space debris objects to reenter over a singe region,604

such as the South Pacific.605

Reentry-ablated alumina influx is likely to increase for the next several decades,606

given the rising number of orbiting objects, growing number of space actors and the de-607

velopment of mega-constellations. Beyond radiative forcing, these alumina particles may608

interact with several other important processes in the atmosphere and biosphere, includ-609

ing cloud nucleation, meteoric chemistry interactions, ozone depletion, vegetation poi-610

soning, water contamination, and human health impacts (Herndon, 2015; Effiong & Neitzel,611

2016). Further study, modeling and monitoring for these effects is necessary to under-612

stand the full scope of environmental consequences and determine reasonable metrics and613

thresholds for sustainable interactions with Earth’s environment.614
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Key Points:8

• Reentry-ablated alumina has a 1 to 2 year lifetime and produces a cooling direct9

radiative forcing of approximately -0.4 to -0.5 mW/m2.10

• Assuming a constant flux of alumina, rather than resolving each reentry event, re-11

sults in a 22% larger radiative cooling.12

• These results are sensitive to uncertainties on the characteristics and behavior of13

reentry-ablated alumina which warrant future work.14
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Abstract15

Numerous satellite operators are building megaconstellations in Low Earth Orbit16

(LEO) with hundreds of satellites, placing new satellites and spent rocket stages in or-17

bit. Once these objects fail, they are often removed from LEO via atmospheric reentry,18

producing metallic particles that can interact with ozone chemistry and Earth’s radia-19

tive balance. The extent of these interactions remains poorly understood despite their20

importance to current space governance and policymaking.21

Helping to address this gap, this paper estimates the distribution, lifetime and di-22

rect radiative forcing of reentry-ablated alumina using an Earth system model. We con-23

sider a future scenario where all megaconstellations publicly filed at the Federal Com-24

munications Commission as of 2022 are operating, amounting to 2.52 Gg/yr of reentry-25

ablated alumina emissions. As a conservative approximation, we find that reentry-ablated26

alumina particles have an atmospheric lifetime between one and two years, leading to27

a cooling radiative forcing of approximately -0.378 mW/m2. Simulations with fine alu-28

mina particles produce between 14% and 36% larger radiative forcings and have lifetimes29

1.54 times longer than simulations with coarse alumina emissions. Alumina emitted only30

in the South Pacific produces an asymmetrical radiative forcing. Furthermore, model-31

ing alumina with time-averaged, constant emissions rather than in discrete reentry plumes32

in results in 21% to 24% overestimation of alumina’s radiative forcing.33

These results are sensitive to numerous assumptions on initial particle size, radia-34

tive indices and coagulation characteristics of the aerosol. In-situ observation and a so-35

phisticated understanding of reentry-ablated alumina particles are necessary to better36

predict the atmospheric consequences of reentry-ablated alumina.37

Plain Language Summary38

The number of satellites and spent rocket stages reentering into Earth’s atmosphere39

is increasing. The development of megaconstellations, or systems with hundreds of satel-40

lites, is contributing to this rise in reentry. These systems necessitate numerous launches41

to build out and maintain the constellation size, leading to consistent insertions of new42

satellites and rocket bodies into orbit, and similarly, repetitive reentries of dead objects43

into Earth’s atmosphere. During reentry, these objects experience extreme heating that44

causes parts to melt into small metallic particles.45

These particles are left behind in atmosphere at high altitudes where they accu-46

mulate and interact with important atmospheric processes, including ozone depletion and47

global warming. This work aims to estimate the climate implications of alumina parti-48

cles formed during space debris reentry. Using a state-of-the-art atmospheric model, we49

create reentry emissions that correspond to 13,900 satellite and 500 rocket stage reen-50

tries per year, or 2.52 Gg/yr of alumina.51

We find that these particles persist 1 to 2 years in the atmosphere and cause a global52

cooling effect. These results help characterize the atmospheric consequences of long-term,53

repetitive emissions of alumina particles at high altitudes and show that further study54

and monitoring of these emissions is justified.55

1 Introduction56

Space debris reentry into Earth’s atmosphere is becoming more frequent due to the57

growing number of objects in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) which rely on reentry for disposal58

(European Space Agency, 2022a). Between 2020 and 2022, the number of reentries more59

than doubled from 93 to 197 per year, hitting a new decadal high (Center for Orbital60

and Reentry Debris Studies, 2023). Traveling at near orbital velocity, space debris reen-61
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tries ablate in the upper atmosphere, producing reentry by-products that can interact62

with important upper atmospheric processes. Despite rising reentry rates, the scope and63

severity of these atmospheric interactions are poorly understood. Helping to address this64

gap, this article presents estimations for distribution, lifetime and instantaneous radia-65

tive forcing of reentry-ablated alumina. We also study the sensitivity of these results to66

different representations of alumina emissions, varying the initial particle size distribu-67

tion, emission location, and resolution of individual reentry events.68

As of 2023, there are more than 20,000 objects tracked in LEO which is double the69

2013 LEO population (European Space Agency, 2022a). Megaconstellations, or groups70

of hundreds to tens of thousands of satellites that work together to provide a service, are71

responsible in large part for this growth (Ryan-Mosley et al., 2019; Rainbow, 2022). These72

systems require numerous launches to deploy and maintain, leading to a stream of new73

satellites and spent rocket stages into LEO (Ryan-Mosley et al., 2019; Rainbow, 2022).74

As governments, space agencies, and commercial operators work to manage this space75

traffic, atmospheric reentry is often recommended for Low Earth to geostationary trans-76

fer orbits to remove unwanted, defunct objects (United Nations, 2019). Several policies77

also impose mandatory deadlines for disposing of space objects (Federal Communica-78

tions Commission, 2022a). As a result of growing space activity and requirements to de-79

orbit, the number of atmospheric reentries is expected to rise over the next decade. Some80

projections estimate that megaconstellations could account for approximately 78,000 satel-81

lites orbiting in LEO when fully developed (Williams et al., 2021). Assuming a common82

LEO satellite lifetime of 5 years for each of these satellites, this orbital population would83

generate a steady state reentry flux of 15,600 satellites per year—two orders of magni-84

tude larger than the present day reentry flux of approximately 200 reentries per year (Center85

for Orbital and Reentry Debris Studies, 2023).86

Recognizing the potential for environmental consequences, regulators, corporations87

and aerospace consumers are gaining interest in understanding the atmospheric salience88

of space debris reentries (Jones et al., 2023). In late 2022, the Federal Communication89

Commission (FCC) added provisions to a megaconstellation license to conduct environ-90

mental studies on reentry-ablated alumina (Federal Communications Commission, 2022b).91

Since regulators must decide at present whether to approve megaconstellations with po-92

tential future environmental consequences, there is a need to understand the impact of93

long-term, repetitive space debris reentries at proposed future reentry rates. Further-94

more, making this kind of analysis accessible and comparable to other industries is crit-95

ical for informed regulations and decisionmaking. Thus, in this work, we estimate the96

instantaneous radiative forcing, a common metric used to understand the global climate97

impact in several industries (Ross & Sheaffer, 2014; Lee et al., 2021).98

1.1 Brief Overview of Atmospheric Reentry99

Space debris reentries can achieve surface temperatures over 900°K at altitudes be-100

tween 90 km and 30 km while flying 1000 km to 1500 km downrange (Ziniu et al., 2011;101

Lips, 2003). Aluminum, a common space debris material, rapidly melts at these tem-102

peratures (Greene & Sanchez, 2019). Aerodynamic shear over molten aluminum leads103

to particle spraying which is the dominant mode of mass loss for aluminum components104

(Greene & Sanchez, 2019). Nearly all of this reentry-ablated aluminum is predicted to105

oxidize into alumina (Al2O3), creating a source of high-altitude alumina particle emis-106

sions (Park & Park, 2017).107

Moreover, the current influx of space debris aluminum is likely outpacing the me-108

teoric aluminum influx by 130 to 340 percent and growing (Jain & Hastings, 2022). This109

difference in the amount of man-made versus natural aluminum emissions could allow110

anthropogenic reentries to meaningfully alter the composition and consequently, behav-111

ior of the upper atmosphere (Jain & Hastings, 2022; Schulz & Glassmeier, 2021).112
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At present, the physical, optical and chemical characteristics of reentry-ablated alu-113

mina are understudied. The violent nature of reentry and difficulties reproducing reentry-114

like conditions on Earth present challenges to capturing reentry-ablated particles for later115

analysis. While there have been some arc-jet studies on the demisability of aluminum,116

these studies did not attempt to capture nor characterize the ablated aluminum parti-117

cles (Beck et al., 2019; Greene & Sanchez, 2019). Furthermore, observations of reentry118

events are sparse and predicting reentry location is extremely difficult, making it hard119

to estimate where reentry emissions occur for in-situ sampling (Pardini & Anselmo, 2008;120

Anwar, 2022). Given these uncertainties, we assess the sensitivity of our results to dif-121

ferent particle size distributions and reentry locations.122

1.2 Impact of High Altitude Emissions123

Reentry models have shown that space debris reentries release alumina particles124

between 30 km and 85 km, far above commercial aviation emissions at 8 km to 12 km125

(Bekki et al., 2021). At these altitudes, emissions can have longer atmospheric lifetimes126

than tropospheric or surface emissions, increasing their influence on atmospheric pro-127

cesses. For example, rocket exhaust particles can persist for 3-5 years in the stratosphere,128

while particles from aviation jet exhaust in the upper troposphere only remain suspended129

for several months (Wilcox et al., 2012; Waugh & Hall, 2002). Compounding their im-130

pact, upper atmospheric emissions can directly interact with the ozone layer which is thick-131

est between 15 km to 40 km (US EPA, OAR, 2017). Studies on stratospheric supersonic132

transport have shown that the impact of NOx on ozone depletion and radiative forcing133

strongly increases with altitude above 17 km (Zhang et al., 2021; Fritz et al., 2022). The134

coupled effects of longer atmospheric lifetimes and direct emission into the ozone layer135

make the high-altitude emissions from space debris reentries of particular interest.136

Given the long term consequences of high altitude emissions, several studies have137

estimated the consequences of rocket launches and reentries on ozone depletion and ra-138

diative forcing. The European Space Agency (ESA) sponsored two studies to explore space139

debris reentry impacts on stratospheric ozone concentrations and certain radiative forc-140

ing mechanisms (European Space Agency, 2022b; Bekki et al., 2021; Bianchi et al., 2021).141

These studies present limited information on the methodology, assumptions and mod-142

eling uncertainty. From publicly available documents, Bekki et al. (2021) presented re-143

sults that indicate reentry NOx causes minimal ozone depletion with the most potent144

effects at high altitudes over Antarctica. This study also found that the radiative forc-145

ing from 20 years of consistent levels of reentries was insignificant. Similarly, Bianchi et146

al. (2021) investigated the effects of a single reentry and yearly reentries on ozone de-147

pletion and radiative forcing and found negligible changes. However, the direct radia-148

tive effect of alumina particles were neglected in both studies, and only the indirect ra-149

diative effect from ozone depletion was quantified (European Space Agency, 2022b).150

Modeling modern rocket fleets, Ross and Sheaffer (2014) found that rocket-emitted151

CO2, H2O, black carbon, and alumina produces a direct radiative forcing of approximately152

16 mW/m2. Black carbon accounted for 70% of this rocket forcing while alumina accounted153

for 28%. With the caveat of poorly constrained aerosol microphysics, this study found154

that alumina has a net positive radiative forcing, absorbing more outgoing terrestrial long-155

wave radiation than scattering incoming solar radiation (Ross & Sheaffer, 2014). This156

result is contrary to findings from geoengineering studies of stratospheric alumina. Weisenstein157

et al. (2015) found that 4 Tg/yr of 240 nm alumina emitted in the stratosphere results158

in a cooling radiative forcing of -1.2 W/m2. This difference in findings highlights the im-159

portance of an improved understanding of the optical properties and atmospheric be-160

havior of reentry-ablated alumina.161

Unlike reentry emissions which predominately occur above 40 km, Ross and Sheaf-162

fer (2014) and Weisenstein et al. (2015) only considered alumina emissions in the strato-163
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sphere between 10 and 40 km. The behavior of alumina emitted in the mesosphere from164

reentries has yet to be explored. We address this gap in this work, emitting space de-165

bris alumina at altitudes between 85 km and 30 km.166

In sum, we perform a series of simulations to capture the lifetime, distribution and167

direct radiative forcing of reentry alumina emissions. We explore the sensitivity of these168

results to various assumptions on reentry emissions, including the initial particle size dis-169

tribution and the emission location. We also consider how resolving individual reentry170

events rather than using time-averaged emissions alters our findings. Finally, we com-171

pute the Global Warming Potential over a 20 year horizon and compare our results with172

similar estimations for the aviation and rocket industries.173

2 Methods174

We characterize the steady-state behavior of space debris alumina emissions to iden-175

tify the long term consequences of a specific reentry alumina influx. This approach best176

represents the steady state operation of fully-developed megaconstellations that main-177

tain a constant orbital population and satellite lifetime, leading to a constant reentry178

flux.179

2.1 Representing Reentry Emissions180

This work uses a forecast of the satellite and rocket body orbital population to es-181

timate the future number of reentries. This forecast is based on an economically opti-182

mistic future where all of the megaconstellations publicly filed at the Federal Commu-183

nications Commission as of 2022 achieve their stated design constellation size. This hy-184

pothetical scenario corresponds to a yearly reentry flux of 13,900 satellites and 500 rocket185

bodies, resulting in one reentry occurring approximately every 40 mins (Jones et al., 2023).186

Satellites are assumed to have an average dry mass of 600 kg while rocket bodies are as-187

sumed to have an average dry mass of 2,800 kg (Jones et al., 2023).188

We assume that satellites are 21% aluminium while rocket bodies are 70% aluminum189

(Jain & Hastings, 2022). We also assume an ablation-over-altitude profile that results190

in approximately 59% and 31% of satellite and rocket body aluminum ablating respec-191

tively (Jain & Hastings, 2022). We assume that each pair of aluminum atoms oxidizes192

into alumina. With these assumptions, our reentry scenario results in 2.52 Gg of emit-193

ted alumina per year.194

Each reentry is modeled as a discrete event with respect to time and space such195

that there are numerous impulse emissions in a year distributed across the atmosphere.196

Due to the default timestep in our high-top Earth system model, these impulse emissions197

occur for 30mins even though an average reentry last less than 5mins (Lips, 2003). This198

approach contrasts with other modeling techniques which are commonly used in meteor199

atmospheric modeling that assume a constant distribution of emissions over a latitude,200

altitude and longitude band (Plane et al., 2021, 2015). We explore the sensitivity of our201

results across these two modeling techniques.202

The latitude and longitude for each emission is sampled from an equal-area histogram203

binning of the positions of reentry objects during the last phases of reentry. These ground-204

tracks are generated from the 1969 to 2022 reentry population. Using Two-Line Element205

(TLE) data and the Simplified General Perturbations-4 (SPG4) orbital propagator, we206

compute the groundtrack locations at minute intervals, and exclude locations with an207

altitude greater than 120 km. This groundtrack histogram has a gradually increasing prob-208

ability of reentry from the equator to higher latitudes until approximately 50 degrees.209

Above this latitude, the probability of reentry falls. The Northern Hemisphere has slightly210

higher chances of reentry than the Southern Hemisphere due to a number of inclined,211
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elliptical reentry objects which had apogees above 120 km in the Southern Hemisphere,212

resulting in the exclusion of those groundtrack locations. Figure 1 shows the randomly213

sampled reentry locations for all reentry events in a single emission year using a 0.9◦×214

1.25◦ grid.215

Figure 1: Time-Averaged Spatial Histogram of Reentry-ablated Alumina Plume Emis-
sions into WACCM atmospheric grid volumes at 59-61 km (2 km grid depth). Locations
with larger emission concentrations are either the site of multiple emissions over time,
or had more massive reentry objects (ie rocket body, rather than satellite reentries).
WACCM grid volumes are computed from the grid area multiplied by the grid depth,
which is 2 km in this case. Grid areas for a 0.9◦ × 1.25◦ grid can be found at repository
created by Mills (2022).

,

2.2 Atmospheric Model Selection and Setup216

The Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) is a high-top gen-217

eral circulation model with a model top of approximately 140 km (Marsh et al., 2013).218

WACCM works with the NCAR Community Earth System Model (CESM) which inte-219

grates individual component models for the atmosphere, land, land ice, river runoff, ocean,220

wave and sea ice interactions. In this work, only the atmosphere and land models are221

interactive while the rest of these component models are data-driven. Here, interactive222

implies that each iteration of the model is computed through an evaluation of physical223

equations, whereas data-driven models read in values for the subsequent timesteps.224

Since this study aims to characterize the radiative forcing of reentry alumina, we225

employ the specified chemistry version of WACCM (WACCM6-SC) with fixed sea sur-226

face temperature from year 2000 data. Despite its limited chemistry, WACCM-SC pro-227

duces nearly identical climatology, and variability of the stratosphere, troposphere and228

surface climate when compared to full chemistry, free-running WACCM6 experiments229

(Smith et al., 2014). In this work, climatology from year 2000 is repeated identically year-230

over-year. We also selected a 0.9◦×1.25◦ degree atmospheric grid with 70 pressure lev-231

els.232

WACCM6-SC uses the Modal Aerosol Model with four aerosol modes (MAM4) to233

model dust, sea salt, primary organic matter, black carbon and sulfate aerosols (Liu et234

al., 2016). These aerosols are grouped into the model’s four modes (Aitken, accumula-235

tion, coarse and primary carbon) and are assumed to be internally mixed with prede-236
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Table 1: Aerosol Mode Definitions in CAM6 - MAM4 and Dust (Ke et al., 2022; Liu et
al., 2012; Liu, 2023)

Aerosol Mode Minimum
Radius (µm)

Maximum
Radius (µm)

Geometric Stan-
dard Deviation

Dust Mass-Weighted
Diameter (µm)

Aitken 0.01 0.1 1.6 0.0887
Accumulation 0.1 1 1.6 0.781
Coarse 1 10 1.2 3.90

termined, lognormal size distributions (Liu et al., 2016). Particles can coagulate within237

and across modes, and transition into larger modes. All aerosols are radiatively active,238

although only some participate in heterogeneous chemistry.239

Radiatively active species and aerosols in WACCM6-SC are prescribed in the strato-240

sphere and troposphere with the exception of terrestrial dust (Gettelman et al., 2019).241

However, cloud formation and its subsequent radiative forcing are computed interactively.242

The Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for General Circulation Models (GCM)s, termed243

RRTM-G is used to compute the radiative fluxes at the surface, across the tropopause244

and at the top of the atmosphere (Iacono et al., 2008; Mlawer et al., 1997; Iacono et al.,245

2000; Clough et al., 2005).246

One limitation of WACCM6-SC is that shortwave heating is prescribed above 65247

km (Smith et al., 2014). This approach will obscure any shortwave radiative effects of248

user-specified emissions above 65 km. Our results show that the majority of the emit-249

ted reentry alumina quickly descends below 65 km with peak accumulation in the lower250

stratosphere. As a result, the majority of the reentry alumina mass will contribute to251

active radiative calculations, although this limitation in our methodology should be re-252

fined for a higher fidelity results.253

2.3 Dust as a Proxy for Alumina254

Since MAM4 does not directly support alumina aerosol modeling, we use terres-255

trial mineral dust (AlSiO5) as a proxy. Dust can exist in the Aitken, accumulation and256

coarse modes, shown in Table 1 (Ke et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2012; Liu, 2023). We use the257

mass-weighted diameter and an assumption of spherical particles to compute aerosol num-258

ber emissions, paralleling the procedure used for terrestrial dust emissions (Liu, 2023;259

Liu et al., 2016). This approach results in particles with initial sizes near the center of260

each mode’s lognormal distribution.261

No modifications to the dust size distributions are made to test additional parti-262

cle size distributions for reentry-ablated alumina. Any modifications to the dust prop-263

erties would alter the surface dust emissions, leading to potential error in the terrestrial264

dust behavior and lifetime in the troposphere. This error may cause unreasonable at-265

mospheric behavior and unrealistic model results. For this reason, no physical nor op-266

tical properties of dust are modified to better mimic alumina. For reference, terrestrial267

dust coagulates within and across aerosol modes, has a hygroscopicity of 0.06, and un-268

dergoes wet and dry deposition in WACCM. This approach differs slightly from a geo-269

engineering study of alumina which assumed spherical alumina particles are hydropho-270

bic until coated in sulfate Weisenstein et al. (2015).271

Like alumina, dust is radiatively active in WACCM6. RRTMG uses the refractive272

indices of an aerosol over several bands of wavelengths to compute the single scattering273
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(a) Real Part of Refractive Indices

(b) Imaginary Part of Refractive Indices

Figure 2: Refractive Indices of Terrestrial Dust (AlSiO5) taken from WACCM-RRTMG
and Alumina (Al2O3) taken from (Palik, 1985) compared to the Solar Influx and Earth’s
Outgoing Longwave Radiation (taken from (Kiehl & Trenberth, 1997))

albedo (Tilmes et al., 2023; Jo et al., 2017). The refractive indices for alumina and dust274

are shown in Figure 2, assuming a sign convention of n̄ = n + iκ where n is the real275

part and κ is the absorption coefficient.276

As Figure 2a shows, the real part of dust and alumina refractive indices are very277

similar over a number of wavelengths, including over the solar irradiance band. In this278

region, dust has real refractive indices within 10% error of alumina. At the largest wave-279

lengths, dust underestimates alumina’s real refractive index by approximately 20%. Over280

band of wavelengths of Earth’s outgoing radiation, alumina is more transparent than dust.281

Comparing the absorption coefficients, dust overestimates alumina’s absorptivity in short282

wavelengths, but is a good proxy for long wavelengths, above 100 microns. Overall, ter-283

restrial dust represents a first order approximation of alumina.284
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2.4 Achieving a Sufficient Signal-to-Noise Ratio285

Surface dust emissions in WACCM-SC default to dynamic, online calculations, re-286

sponding to changing wind patterns and precipitation levels. Since the model’s mete-287

orology is not prescribed in WACCM-SC, it is possible that chaotic meteorological feed-288

backs could drive changes in the surface dust emissions which exceed the our reentry emis-289

sions, consequently obscuring the reentry emissions in the stratosphere and troposphere.290

Early results confirmed that the surface dust emission variance obscured the reen-291

try ”dust” emissions in the stratosphere and troposphere. Motivated by these results,292

we implement additional modifications to WACCM6-SC to control the surface dust flux.293

We zero-out prognostic dust calculations and instead prescribe the surface dust flux based294

on the first year of WACCM-SC prognostic dust emissions. These emissions are repeated295

identically year-over-year. Unfortunately, WACCM6-SC does not support prescribed me-296

teorology in the troposphere, so this approach decouples the natural feedback between297

surface dust flux and meteorology. We assume that this error is negligible and limited298

to the troposphere over short time scales.299

In addition to controlling the surface dust flux, we also scaled the reentry alumina300

flux by a factor of 530 such that the reentry ”dust” could be resolved throughout the strato-301

sphere. As a result, each test case emits 1.33 Tg rather than 2.52 Gg of reentry alumina,302

as estimated from our reentry scenario. We take this higher reentry alumina mass as the303

emitted dust mass for each case. This approach leads to slightly higher number emis-304

sions since terrestrial dust has a lower density than alumina.305

We assume a linear relationship between the emitted mass and the radiative effects306

of reentry ”dust” to rescale our results back to our reentry scenario. Several studies on307

atmospheric aerosols have used this approach to improve signal-to-noise ratios in their308

respective atmospheric models (Chung, 2005; Miller et al., 2004; Haywood & Shine, 1995,309

1995).310

2.5 Test Cases311

We ran several test cases to analyze the sensitivity of our results to a number of312

assumptions (see Table 2). We define a small and medium particle case which use the313

Aitken and accumulation mode for reentry emissions, respectively, to explore the effect314

of different initial aerosol size distributions. The small and medium particle cases use315

globally-distributed emissions with a discrete representation for each reentry event. In316

contrast, we define an averaged case that uses time-averaged emissions to understand317

the effect of modeling reentries as discrete events. In this averaged case, reentry alumina318

is emitted in the accumulation mode across the globe, but the discrete representation319

of reentry plumes is replaced by time-constant emissions with each grid volume emit-320

ting its yearly-averaged emitted mass. Finally, we constructed a South Pacific case with321

discrete reentry emissions in the accumulation mode to test the effect of concentrating322

all reentries in South Pacific region bounded by 70°S to 10°S and 140°W to 70°W. Due323

to its relative isolation, the South Pacific has been the site of at least 263 intentional space324

debris reentries since 1971 to minimize harm to human life and property (De Lucia &325

Iavicoli, 2019). With this test case, we aim to understand whether concentrating reen-326

tries in this location is a sustainable and recommendable practice.327

2.6 Post-processing Methods328

Using terrestrial dust as a proxy for alumina presents a challenge to isolate the reen-329

try signal, especially in the troposphere where terrestrial dust largely resides. To address330

this issue, we compute the subset of pressure levels at which the reentry signal is resolv-331

able. A control case with no reentry emissions was used to identify the nominal dust bur-332

den at each pressure level. For each perturbed case with reentry emissions, we compare333
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Table 2: Test Cases

Test Name Emission Size Mode Description Sensitivity Explored

Base None Control Case N/A
Medium
Particles

Accumulation Emissions are discrete events
that occur over globe.

Emitted Particle
Size

Small
Particles

Aikten Emissions are discrete events
that occur over globe.

Emitted Particle
Size

Averaged Accumulation Time-averaged emissions
with constant forcing over
time.

Importance of Mod-
eling Discrete Reen-
try Plumes

South
Pacific

Accumulation Emissions are discrete events
that occur only in the South
Pacific.

Emission Location

the magnitude of the dust burden at each pressure level with the control case over time.334

Any pressure level where the burden in the perturbed case is at least one magnitude larger335

than the control case is considered a part of the pressure level subset that defines the336

reentry signal. This approach ensures that the perturbed dust mass is at least one or-337

der of magnitude larger than the background dust mass which is sufficient to resolve the338

reentry signal. Every dust mode in all tests cases demonstrated a resolvable reentry sig-339

nal (hereafter referred to as reentry alumina) from the tropopause to the model top.340

For each test case, we also compute the direct radiative forcing of reentry alumina341

using Equation 1 where F d indicates radiative fluxes computed with radiatively active342

dust, Ni indicates the total number of latitude divisions, Nj indicates the total number343

of longitude divisions, and At indicates Earth’s total surface area.344

Direct Radiative Forcing =

Ni∑
i=1

Nj∑
j=1

[(F d
perturbed−Fperturbed)−(F d

control−Fcontrol)]
Ai,j

At

(1)

This approach assumes that the terrestrial dust burden, and consequently, its con-345

tribution to radiative forcing, is constant across the perturbed and control case. In prac-346

tice, the difference in meteorology between the two cases implies that terrestrial dust may347

be advected differently, resulting in different distributions, burdens and contributions to348

radiative transfer. However, we find that the difference is not sufficient to obscure di-349

rect radiative forcing signal from reentry alumina.350

3 Results351

3.1 Distribution and Lifetime of Reentry Alumina352

The steady state burden and lifetime of reentry alumina are averaged over a two353

year period from 2002 to 2004, as shown in Table 3. The lifetime of reentry alumina is354

computed using the burden summed across all dust modes.355

We can see several differences in how reentry alumina behaved across the four test356

cases. First, reentry alumina in the medium particles case coagulates from the accumu-357

lation mode to the coarse mode. However, in the small particles case, the emitted Aitken358

mode particles coagulate into accumulation mode particles which do not readily tran-359
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Table 3: Steady State Burden and Lifetimes of Reentry Alumina for Every Test Case

Test Case Aitken (Gg) Accumulation (Gg) Coarse (Gg) Lifetime (days)

Medium Particles N/A 2.95 1780 487
Small Particles 154 2600 1.37 749
Averaged N/A 14.8 2100 605
South Pacific N/A 3.73 1770 485

sition into the coarse mode as it did in the medium particles case. One explanation for360

this difference is that Aitken mode particles in the small particles case readily collides361

other particles while in the reentry plume, but as the plume disperses, the resultant ac-362

cumulation mode particles do not quickly interact with other particles to grow into the363

coarse mode.364

Furthermore, accumulation mode particles in the averaged emissions case main-365

tains a higher steady state burden than in the medium particles which indicates that ac-366

cumulation mode particles in the averaged emissions case are transitioning into the coarse367

mode less efficiently. This difference is driven by the time-averaged emissions compared368

to the discrete reentry event emissions in the medium particles case. Reentry alumina369

is coagulating efficiently in reentry plumes which is not well captured by a time-constant370

representation of the same emitted mass. We find further evidence of this phenomena371

when comparing the coarse mode burden with the accumulation mode burden over short372

time scales in both cases. This analysis show after a 5 day period, reentry-resolved emis-373

sions in the medium particle mode are coagulating into coarse mode particles within 5374

days of emission, unlike particles in the averaged case.375

The small particles case achieved the longest lifetime at 749 days with majority of376

the reentry alumina persisting in the accumulation mode. In general, accumulation mode377

particles tend to be less effective at coagulation compared to smaller particles and coarse378

mode particles tend to more efficiently nucleate into clouds or deposit on the surface (Liu379

et al., 2005). Therefore, it follows that the case with the most reentry alumina persist-380

ing in the accumulation mode has the longest lifetime. Following similar reasoning, the381

averaged emission case has the second longest lifetime of 604.7 days. The time-averaged382

emissions cause slower coagulation and thus slower transitioning from the accumulation383

to the coarse mode than the medium particles case, resulting in a higher accumulation384

mode steady state burden. In fact, the averaged emissions case has an order of magni-385

tude more accumulation mode particles than the medium particles case. This result in-386

dicates that modeling reentry events as discrete emissions with reentry plumes plays an387

important role in characterizing the lifetime of reentry alumina. The medium particles388

case results in a lifetime that is 20% shorter than the averaged emission case, despite hav-389

ing emissions in the same particle size mode.390

Despite the concentration of emissions in the southern hemisphere, the South Pa-391

cific case shows that the reentry alumina lifetimes are similar to the medium particles392

case which had global emissions in the same mode. This finding suggests that the reen-393

try alumina lifetime is less sensitive to reentry location than the emitted particle size.394

Figure 3 shows zonal distribution of the dominant dust mode in each case. Each395

zonal distribution was averaged over the steady state period of 2002 to 2004. In the medium396

particles case, reentry alumina is evenly distributed across northern and southern lat-397

itudes and is the most abundant in the stratosphere, but persists in high mixing ratios398

above 40 km in the mesosphere. The small particles and averaged emissions cases show399
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Table 4: Global Direct Radiative Forcing (mW/m2 ) for longwave and shortwave bands
and the cumulative total radiative forcing over all wavelengths measured at the top of
the atmosphere, the tropopause and surface for 2.52 Gg/yr flux. The Efficacy of Reentry
Alumina (mW/m2/Tg) based on the total radiative effect and the atmospheric burden is
shown in parenthesis.

Test Case Top of the Atmosphere Tropopause Surface
Long Short Total Long Short Total Long Short Total

Medium 0.0853 -0.492 -0.407
(-0.228)

0.0652 -0.599 -0.534
(-0.3)

0.0278 -0.458 -0.430
(-0.241)

Small 0.103 -0.549 -0.446
(-0.162)

0.0899 -0.709 -0.619
(-0.225)

0.0158 -0.588 -0.572
(-0.208)

Averaged 0.101 -0.596 -0.495
(-0.236)

0.0763 -0.732 -0.655
(-0.312)

0.0135 -0.535 -0.521
(-0.248)

South
Pacific

0.0836 -0.489 -0.406
(-0.229)

0.0625 -0.607 -0.545
(-0.307)

0.0124 -0.455 -0.443
(-0.250)

similar distributions in their dominant modes. The small particles case shows a slight400

accumulation of reentry alumina in the mesosphere over the northern tropics.401

The South Pacific case differs from the other cases. Here, reentry alumina accu-402

mulates strongly in the Southern hemisphere and at higher altitudes. Some reentry alu-403

mina does transition into the Northern hemisphere in the lower mesosphere and strato-404

sphere. This result indicates that reentries localized in the South Pacific will lead to stronger405

particle accumulation in the Southern Hemisphere and will not diffuse across the entire406

atmosphere uniformly.407

3.2 Direct Radiative Forcing408

Table 4 shows the direct radiative forcing of reentry alumina at the top of the at-409

mosphere, tropopause and Earth’s surface for a reentry flux of 2.52 Gg. We compute these410

results using linear rescaling of our 1.33 Tg emission output. In parenthesis, we show the411

the direct radiative forcing efficacy, calculated per kilogram of steady state burden summed412

across all dust modes.413

From Table 4, we can see that the cases with longer reentry alumina lifetimes have414

stronger direct radiative effects. Reentry alumina emissions with smaller particle sizes415

leads to approximately 16% larger direct radiative effect over larger particle sizes at the416

tropopause. However, the cases with high burdens of coarse mode particles are more ef-417

fective at generating a direct radiative forcing. This result highlights the tradeoff between418

short-lived particles with large optical cross sections and long-lived particles with small419

optical cross sections. Balancing these trades, the averaged case with long-lived and large420

particles results in the second highest direct radiative effect, and the highest efficacy. In421

fact, the time-averaged representation of reentry emissions results in 22% overestima-422

tion of reentry alumina’s direct radiative effect.423

The South Pacific case, where reentry emissions occur only in the South Pacific,424

has a similar lifetime and global direct radiative forcing as the medium particles case,425

despite a clear difference in the reentry alumina distribution. To examine these results426

in more detail, Figure 4 shows the distribution of the direct radiative effect of reentry427

alumina at the top of the atmosphere for the medium particles and South Pacific case.428

From these distributions, we can see that South Pacific case has its strongest direct ra-429
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(a) Medium Particles Case, showing the burden of coarse mode particles

(b) Small Particles Case, showing the mass ratio of accumulation mode parti-

cles

(c) Averaged Emissions Case, showing the mass ratio of coarse mode particles

(d) South Pacific Case, showing the mass ratio of coarse mode particles

Figure 3: The mass ratio of the dominant particle mode to the air mass for each case.
Each mass ratio is averaged over longitude at a given latitude and altitude.
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(a) Medium Particles Case

(b) South Pacific Case

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of the net change of radiative energy influx at the top of
the atmosphere for the Medium Particles and South Pacific cases. Negative sign indicates
less energy into Earth’s surface.

diative effects in the South Pacific, unlike the medium particles case which shows nearly430

uniform radiative effects across the northern and southern mid-latitudes. Therefore, while431

the global direct radiative forcing is similar between the medium particles and South Pa-432

cific case, reentry alumina in the South Pacific case has direct radiative effects that dis-433

proportionately impact the South Pacific.434

This kind of imbalance over the long-term could move the inter-tropical convergence435

zone (ITCZ), increase tropical cyclone activity and change to precipitation in many equa-436

torial countries (Haywood et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2022; Schneider et al., 2014). The437

degree to which the reentry alumina in the South Pacific case induces these secondary438

consequences was not captured in this study.439
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4 Discussion440

4.1 Comparison with Aviation and Rockets441

The net aviation radiative forcing (RF) is approximately 150 mW/m2 ± 50 mW/m2
442

(Lee et al., 2021) measured at the tropopause. Aviation aerosol emissions have a direct443

radiative forcing of approximately 0.94 mW/m2 while CO2 emissions and contrails com-444

prise a large fraction of aviation’s positive radiative forcing (Lee et al., 2021). For con-445

text, aviation emissions have contributed approximately 4% to human-induced global446

warming (Klöwer et al., 2021).447

This estimate of the net aviation RF was computed using aviation emissions since448

1940 to 2018 to calculate the effects on 2018 conditions, adjusting for stratospheric heat-449

ing (Lee et al., 2021). As a result, aviation’s 150 mW/m2 RF is based on transient, and450

not steady state, behavior with aviation emissions generally increasing year over year.451

In contrast, this work presents the instantaneous radiative forcing of reentries at steady452

state, corresponding to a hypothetical future scenario where megaconstellations achieve453

and maintain their designed size on orbit. Comparisons between aviation and this work’s454

results are limited by these differences in methodologies, but provide a better understand-455

ing of the relative importance of reentry radiative forcing.456

A future reentry scenario with 2.52 Gg/yr alumina flux produces approximately457

0.33% to 0.43% of present-day aviation ERF. At a reentry flux of 1.33 Tg, 530 times larger458

than the estimated steady state flux from megconstellations, reentry-ablated alumina be-459

gins to produce a larger radiative effect than present-day aviation. This result indicates460

that even under a high-growth scenario with several megaconstellations in operation, the461

direct radiative effect of space debris reentries is small compared to aviation. Further-462

more, the present-day space debris alumina reentry flux which is approximately 0.1-0.2463

Gg (or less than 10% of this study’s flux) is about four orders of magnitude smaller than464

aviation.465

This comparison relies on aviation radiative forcing from 1940-2018 while the space466

debris reentry radiative effect corresponds to a 2050 reentry flux. By 2050, the net ra-467

diative effect of aviation may decrease given that the aviation industry is committed to468

reducing its climate impact (Mithal & Rutherford, 2023). Several organizations plan to469

reduce future carbon emissions by more than 50% compared to 2019 carbon emissions470

by 2050 (Mithal & Rutherford, 2023). If the aviation radiative forcing decreases, the ra-471

tio of reentry and aviation radiative forcing will increase.472

Serving as another point for comparison, reentry-ablated alumina produces between473

1% and 16% of direct radiative forcing of modern rocket fleets (Ross & Sheaffer, 2014;474

Ryan et al., 2022). Acknowledging caveats on poorly constrained alumina and black car-475

bon optical properties, one study estimated global rocket launches in 2030 would pro-476

duce a direct radiative forcing of 36 mW/m2 (Ross & Sheaffer, 2014). Another study used477

the 2019 rocket fleet and applied an launch growth rate of 5.6% per year (Ryan et al.,478

2022). After a decade of growing rocket emissions, the direct radiative effect of this rocket479

fleet was 3.9 mW/m2 (Ryan et al., 2022). This same study also explored a space tourism480

scenario with 400 Virgin Galactic suborbital flights per year, daily Blue Origin subor-481

bital flights and weekly SpaceX launches (Ryan et al., 2022). In this case, the direct ra-482

diative effect of rockets of approximately 7.7 mW/m2 (Ryan et al., 2022). This wide range483

of estimates for rocket radiative forcing reflects the uncertainty in future rocket emis-484

sions and launch rates.485

With the projected growth of the space economy, the number of launches and reen-486

tries are likely to grow. These high-altitude emissions could be coupled, resulting in am-487

plified atmospheric impacts. Studies of chlorine and alumina emissions from solid rocket488

motors have shown significant ozone depletion in the rocket plume due to ClONO2 +489

HCl → Cl2 + HNO3 heterogeneous reaction on alumina particles (Danilin et al., 2001;490
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Molina et al., 1997). Reentry alumina could increase the surface area available for this491

reaction among others. Furthermore, the warming effect of rocket emitted black carbon492

could be offset by the cooling effect of reentry ablated alumina, but cause local strato-493

spheric temperature perturbations. These coupled effects should be explored in further494

work to gain a holistic insight on the impact of these emissions.495

4.2 Caveats to Results496

These results come with the caveats and limitations related to using dust as a proxy497

for alumina, as discussed in section 2.3. The coagulation characteristics from alumina498

particles generated from reentry ablation are not fully known. It is possible that dust499

coagulates more rapidly than alumina would otherwise. Faster coagulation would cause500

smaller particles to transition into larger particles more quickly which lowers an aerosol’s501

atmospheric lifetime. If alumina coagulates slower than dust, we can expect the lifetimes502

of alumina particles to increase.503

Furthermore, terrestrial dust is less effective at scattering light than alumina by504

approximately 10% to 20%. Therefore, the direct radiative forcing results may be un-505

derestimated. We also had to assume a linear relationship between the emission amount506

and direct radiative effect, which may not be true for a large scaling factor.507

To bound the conservative nature of our results, we compare our findings with Weisenstein508

et al. (2015) which studied geoengineering with stratospheric alumina. We find our es-509

timations for the shortwave radiative forcing in the small particle case per terragram emit-510

ted is approximately 25% smaller than the geoengineering finding for 640 nm alumina511

stratospheric particles at a 1Tg/yr flux (Weisenstein et al., 2015). In addition to dust512

being less effective at scattering than alumina, our study assumed alumina could coag-513

ulate efficiently, whereas Weisenstein et al. (2015) did not. This difference could also con-514

tribute to a lower estimation of shortwave radiative forcing.515

Furthermore, we neglect to consider other sources of radiative forcing, such as NOx516

emissions which interact with ozone chemistry and consequently, indirect changes to ra-517

diative transfer. This study also only evaluates one atmospheric impact, and neglects518

to consider other potential atmospheric interactions with reentry-ablated alumina, in-519

cluding high-altitude cloud formation, ozone depletion, ionospheric disruption and in-520

teractions with meteoric chemistry in the mesosphere. These interactions are necessary521

to study for a holistic understanding of the atmospheric effects of space debris reentry.522

4.3 Future Work523

As this work has shown, the characteristics of reentry-ablated alumina can alter524

the particle’s lifetime and direct radiative effect. To reduce uncertainties in this model,525

future work should measure the particle size distribution of reentry-ablated alumina and526

characterize the optical and coagulation properties of these particles. Future studies can527

also improve upon the methodology presented in this work by implementing an alumina528

aerosol in a general circulation model, like WACCM. This new approach will improve529

estimations of the reentry radiative forcing for any desired reentry flux and can capture530

the coupled interactions between alumina’s heterogeneous chemistry, cloud nucleation531

and indirect radiative forcing. Also, the deposition distribution of alumina can be mod-532

eled, allowing estimations of human and biota poisoning which has not yet been quan-533

tified (Herndon, 2015; Whiteside & Herndon, 2018). Furthermore, rocket and reentry emis-534

sions are likely coupled. Studying these feedbacks in future work would provide a bet-535

ter understanding of the atmospheric impact of launching satellites.536

To validate results of this work and future modeling, in-situ sampling is vital. At-537

mospheric sampling through stratospheric planes, sounding rockets or weather balloons538

may be able to collect these particles and characterize their coagulation and size char-539
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acteristics. Alumina particles may also interact with meteoric metal chemistry in the meso-540

sphere which may be possible to detect with ground lidar systems. Satellite observations541

may also be able to detect reentry particle accumulation or local ozone depletion. These542

observations will validate model results and likely improve our understanding of how alu-543

mina particles interact in the upper atmosphere.544

5 Conclusion545

This work presents results that characterize the distribution, lifetime and direct546

radiative effect of reentry-ablated alumina using a state-of-the-art general circulation model,547

WACCM. We explore a future scenario where all currently filed megaconstellations at548

the FCC are operating at full orbital capacity. In this scenario, we expect 14,400 reen-549

try events per year with 13,900 satellites and 500 rocket bodies reentries, correspond-550

ing to an alumina influx of 2.52 Gg per year.551

Our method uses terrestrial dust as a proxy for alumina. Dust can be represented552

in three modal particle size distributions, ranging from 0.1 µm to 10 µm, and can co-553

agulate. Like alumina, dust scatters light but is less effective. Therefore, results presented554

in this work are conservative and assume alumina coagulates as efficiently as dust. If reentry-555

ablated alumina does not coagulate efficiently, the lifetimes of these particles will be un-556

derestimated in this work.557

Several test cases are evaluated to identify the effect of various assumptions on par-558

ticle size, emission location and the representation of reentry plumes as discrete events.559

In each case, we evaluate the steady state behavior with the reentry emissions repeat-560

ing identically year-over-year.561

Our results show that the lifetime and distribution of reentry-ablated alumina par-562

ticles varies with different assumptions on the emitted particle size. Emissions modeled563

with discrete reentry plumes in the 0.01 to 0.1 µm particle size distribution result in the564

longest particle lifetime of 749 days. The same emitted mass in the 0.1 to 1 µm parti-565

cle size distribution results in a shorter lifetime of 489 days. Subject to the assumptions566

in this methodology, these findings suggest that reentry alumina particles have a shorter567

lifetime than previous assumptions for rocket-produced alumina (Ross & Sheaffer, 2014).568

Furthermore, we have shown that modeling reentry emissions with discrete reen-569

try plumes results in shorter particle lifetimes than time-averaged emissions. Without570

modeling discrete plume emissions, the particle lifetimes will be overestimated by ap-571

proximately 22%. Consequently, the extent to which these particles interact with atmo-572

spheric processes will also be overestimated using non-discrete representations of reen-573

try plumes.574

We also find that globally-emitted reentry particles are uniformly distributed across575

latitude in the mesosphere and stratosphere. These results suggest that reentry parti-576

cles could alter other upper atmosphere and stratospheric processes, including ozone chem-577

istry, high-altitude cloud nucleation, and meteoric chemistry.578

Furthermore, this work has shown that reentry-ablated alumina produces a cool-579

ing instantaneous radiative forcing of approximately -200 mW/m2 for a yearly reentry580

flux of 1.33 Tg which is 530 times larger than the optimistic megaconstellation scenario581

we considered. To compare, the aviation industry produces a total net radiative forcing582

of 100 mW/m2, contributing approximately 4% to the global human-induce radiative583

forcing (Lee et al., 2021; Klöwer et al., 2021). With 2.52 Gg of reentry-ablated alumina,584

the estimated direct radiative forcing is -0.5 mW/m2 to -0.65 mW/m2 at the tropopause585

or 0.33% to 0.43% of aviation’s radiative forcing.586
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From these results, we can conclude that the present-day and future flux of space587

debris reentries likely produces a small direct radiative forcing. We can also observe that588

optimizing satellite design for complete demise during reentry could increase the direct589

radiative effect of space debris reentries, but would not be sufficient to cause a radiative590

forcing comparable to the aviation industry. Therefore, this work supports designing for591

improved satellite demisability.592

Our results show that consistent reentry into the South Pacific region produces a593

much higher concentration of alumina particles in the Southern Hemisphere than the North-594

ern Hemisphere. This asymmetrical distribution of alumina resulted in an asymmetri-595

cal radiative effect that disproportionately effects the Southern Hemisphere. Asymmet-596

rical radiative forcing can lead to severe climate consequences, including intense drought,597

and increased cyclone activity, at radiative forcing magnitudes greater than 1 W/m2 (Haywood598

et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2022; Schneider et al., 2014; Visioni et al., 2017). The extent599

to which reentries produce these negative climate impacts was not explored in this study.600

However, reentering space debris objects across the globe leads to more uniform radia-601

tive effects which limits the potential for these negative consequences. We can conclude602

that from a radiative forcing perspective, it may not be advantageous to implement poli-603

cies that recommend or require all space debris objects to reenter over a singe region,604

such as the South Pacific.605

Reentry-ablated alumina influx is likely to increase for the next several decades,606

given the rising number of orbiting objects, growing number of space actors and the de-607

velopment of mega-constellations. Beyond radiative forcing, these alumina particles may608

interact with several other important processes in the atmosphere and biosphere, includ-609

ing cloud nucleation, meteoric chemistry interactions, ozone depletion, vegetation poi-610

soning, water contamination, and human health impacts (Herndon, 2015; Effiong & Neitzel,611

2016). Further study, modeling and monitoring for these effects is necessary to under-612

stand the full scope of environmental consequences and determine reasonable metrics and613

thresholds for sustainable interactions with Earth’s environment.614
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